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Summary
Objectives: We seek to develop a prototype software analytical tool to augment FDA regulatory 
reviewers’ capacity to harness scientific literature reports in PubMed/MEDLINE for pharmacovigi-
lance and adverse drug event (ADE) safety signal detection. We also aim to gather feedback 
through usability testing to assess design, performance, and user satisfaction with the tool.
Methods: A prototype, open source, web-based, software analytical tool generated statistical dis-
proportionality data mining signal scores and dynamic visual analytics for ADE safety signal detec-
tion and management. We leveraged Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) indexing terms assigned to 
published citations in PubMed/MEDLINE to generate candidate drug-adverse event pairs for quanti-
tative data mining. Six FDA regulatory reviewers participated in usability testing by employing the 
tool as part of their ongoing real-life pharmacovigilance activities to provide subjective feedback 
on its practical impact, added value, and fitness for use.
Results: All usability test participants cited the tool’s ease of learning, ease of use, and generation 
of quantitative ADE safety signals, some of which corresponded to known established adverse drug 
reactions. Potential concerns included the comparability of the tool’s automated literature search 
relative to a manual ‘all fields’ PubMed search, missing drugs and adverse event terms, interpre-
tation of signal scores, and integration with existing computer-based analytical tools.
Conclusions: Usability testing demonstrated that this novel tool can automate the detection of 
ADE safety signals from published literature reports. Various mitigation strategies are described to 
foster improvements in design, productivity, and end user satisfaction.
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1. Background and Significance
Literature reports are highly relevant to the detection of drug-adverse event (ADE) safety ‘signals’ for 
drugs and biologic products [1]. The published literature complements the safety information that 
can be extracted from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) [2]. Shetty and Dalal de-
scribed methods to mine the scientific literature to uncover early ADE associations that foreshowed 
serious safety issues that later stemmed market withdrawal in one instance [3]. In previous work, we 
conducted a pilot proof-of-concept study in which we assessed the feasibility of detecting ADEs by 
mining the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) indexing terms annotated from citations relevant to 
the fluoroquinolone (FQ) antimicrobials [4]. In that study, we were able to identify, rank, and prio-
ritize quantitative data mining signal scores derived from PubMed/MEDLINE reports for tendin-
opathy, tendon rupture, torsade de pointes, long QT, and pseudomembranous colitis, adverse events 
already included in FQ drug labels. We have also explored using PubMed/MEDLINE data to detect 
ADEs among pharmacologic classes in which the individual component drugs share a similar phar-
macologic mode of action (such as topoisomerase inhibitors). This work was conducted in an effort 
to assess how differences in the safety risk profiles for individual drugs may contribute to an overall 
safety signal for the pharmacologic class [5], as such variations in risk may have clinically important 
implications for safe use.

The major pharmacovigilance resources at FDA currently include pre-market focused (Investi-
gational New Drug and New Drug Applications) and post-market focused data sources (such as 
spontaneous adverse event reports submitted to FAERS) for which FDA uses various data mining 
tools and techniques to analyze the FAERS reports [6]. Considering that adverse drug reactions 
(ADR) contribute to prolonged hospitalizations, increased health care costs, and an increased risk 
for death [7, 8], systematically rendering useful pharmacovigilance data from published scientific re-
ports could streamline access to and analysis of critical published scientific evidence that is essential 
to timely informed decision making. Integrating this information with other biomedical resources 
(such as FAERS) promotes a comprehensive, multimodal approach to pharmacovigilance.

PubMed/MEDLINE, the National Library of Medicine’s (NLM/NIH) premier biomedical litera-
ture database, is among the largest and most comprehensive electronic scientific literature databases 
worldwide. In contrast to the spontaneous case reports in FAERS, MEDLINE offers a broader diver-
sity of content spanning various scientific disciplines (such as chemistry, pharmacology, and ge-
nomics), publication types (such as case series, randomized clinical trials, and meta-analyses), and 
information relevant to mechanistic physiologic pathways that may underpin a potential ADE as-
sociation. In addition, whereas FAERS is a post-market product safety resource, published scientific 
reports in PubMed/MEDLINE may span the entire life cycle of a drug or biologic product from 
early pre-market development through useful market life. 

In this applied research project, we seek to develop a prototype software tool to automate the de-
tection and analysis of emerging ADEs from literature reports. We also seek to better understand the 
desired requirements for an aspirational full production system by obtaining feedback through a us-
ability study. This approach provides us with the opportunity to devise better software solutions to 
meet the operational needs of intended users. 

2. Objectives
1. Design a prototype, web-based, software analytical tool that can accept the input of PubMed/

MEDLINE structured datasets, generate ADE safety signals through quantitative data mining, 
and produce graphical analytics to visualize overall trends and patterns. We envision a dynamic, 
web-based, analytical tool to systematically query, data mine, detect, and analyze drug-adverse 
event (ADE) safety ‘signals’ derived from literature reports.

2. Conduct a usability study involving a small group of intended FDA regulatory review users to 
evaluate ease of learning, ease of software use, user satisfaction, and organizational fit within the 
FDA pharmacovigilance workplace environment and culture.
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3. Methods
The following subsections describe the prototype development, PubMed/MEDLINE datasets, and 
the procedures employed for usability testing. 

3.1 Software Prototype Development
3.1.1 Prototype Development Team
The prototype development team consisted of several FDA pharmacovigilance subject matter ex-
perts, an information resource specialist from the National Library of Medicine/NIH, and an FDA 
contract information technology and data management company. This development team included 
a regulatory review team leader, and the team also received advice periodically from safety evaluator 
end users who provided feedback to assist us in engineering the selection of data visualizations for 
the prototype. The prototype development project was initiated in October 2015 and was completed 
in September 2016. 

3.1.2 Prototype Development
The prototype software tool was called ‘PEARL’, an acronym for ‘Prospective Detection of Emerging 
Drug-Adverse Event Safety Signals from Relevant Scientific Literature through Quantitative Data 
Mining of MEDLINE Indexing Terms’. The software tool was developed using open source compo-
nents. The web portal was constructed using open source front-end JavaScript components. The 
open source D3.js JavaScript library was used for creating data related visualizations. Open source 
PostgreSQL was used as the relational database to store the structured MEDLINE datasets as well as 
to store and retrieve the quantitative data mining outputs.

3.1.3 PEARL Software User Interface Specifications
We sought the development of a user-friendly graphical interface that included: (1) drop down 
menus to select drugs and adverse events of interest, (2) embedded links for easy access to abstracts 
and full text citation versions (where available) through PubMed, (3) an audit trail of parameters se-
lected for individual queries, (4) predefined statistical measures of disproportionality, (5) exportable 
tables of statistical data mining outputs, and (6) various data visualizations to permit end user as-
sessment of overall trends or patterns in the data. The embedded links to PubMed are crafted 
through dynamic web links made to PMIDs associated with drug-manifestation pairs through a 
base URL to which the specific PMIDs are concatenated [9]. The links to full text citations are made 
through FDA Library resources.

3.1.4 PubMed/MEDLINE Search Algorithm
We use a multifaceted approach that leverages the MeSH indexing terms annotated for citations in 
PubMed/MEDLINE to retrieve articles that are highly relevant to drugs and adverse effects. The 
multifaceted approach includes the following three components: (1) a baseline approach for extrac-
ting ADEs from MeSH indexing using the co-occurrence of a drug MeSH heading (qualified by an 
‘adverse effects’ subheading) and a manifestation MeSH heading (qualified by a ‘chemically-induced’ 
subheading), (2) a second level of refinement involving pre-coordinated MeSH descriptors that do 
not require a ‘chemically-induced’ subheading (such as ‘drug-induced liver injury’) as well as addi-
tional relevant subheadings (‘contraindications’, ‘poisoning’, and ‘toxicity’), and (3) a third level in 
which the ADE content is borne by broader terms than the individual drug level descriptor (such as 
the ‘pharmacological action’ descriptor) [10].

In this earlier work, we assessed the methodology through a quantitative evaluation that focused 
on the specific contribution of each component of the multifaceted approach for extracting ADEs by 
leveraging MeSH indexing. Overall, the contribution based on the baseline co-occurrence ac-
counted for 73% of the ADEs, another 21% was extracted using the pre-coordinated descriptors and 
additional qualifiers, and an additional 6% were extracted after including ADE content borne by 
broader terms than the individual drug level descriptor [10].

The search query is initiated in the web-based software prototype tool by typing three or more 
characters in free text fields for the drug name(s) and adverse event term(s) and selecting the 
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name(s) or event(s) of interest from a flat list. A drop-down menu permits the user to select the ci-
tation count threshold of interest. The search query methodology captures drug names as reflected 
in MeSH indexing. MeSH tends to create distinct descriptors for most major drugs; however, some 
drugs are alternatively indexed as supplementary concept records. MeSH indexing terms can also be 
used to describe multiple drugs mentioned in an article through the use of a drug group name as 
represented in the literature (such as ‘fluoroquinolones’). PubMed routinely includes the MeSH 
heading of interest (such as ‘fluoroquinolones’) as well as the more specific terms (such as the indi-
vidual drugs ciprofloxacin, enoxacin, and ofloxacin) beneath that heading in the MeSH hierarchy 
(which is termed ‘exploded’) when performing manual ‘all fields’ searches. However, in our search 
algorithm, the drug group name (e.g., fluoroquinolones) is not automatically exploded to capture 
the individual drugs (e.g., individual fluoroquinolone drugs) in the MeSH hierarchy, because the 
hierarchical groupings of individual drugs are not retained in the configuration of our algorithm. 
Thus, signals generated from this analytical tool involving drug group name MeSH terms will not 
automatically include relevant reports for all of the individual drugs of similar pharmacologic mode 
of action.

3.1.5 Data Mining Quantitative Methods
In analyzing the structured data from PubMed/MEDLINE, various statistical methods can be used 
to detect instances in which the observed frequency of reporting of drug-event pairs of interest is out 
of proportion to the expected reporting frequencies for all drug-event pairs in the source data pre-
suming there is no statistical association between the drug and the adverse event. The dispropor-
tionality measures are calculated from the individual drug and event frequencies for each drug-
event pair as represented in 2 x 2 contingency tables [11]; disproportionately higher observed com-
pared to expected frequencies that exceed thresholds indicate drug-event pair safety ‘signals’ worthy 
of further assessment by domain experts. The data mining statistical methods that we employed in-
cluded the proportional reporting ratio (PRR), reporting odds ratio (ROR), and the empirical Bayes 
geometric mean (EBGM) with their corresponding 95% confidence intervals, and the likelihood 
ratio test (LRT) with corresponding statistical significance (p-value < 0.05) [11–13]. The quantitative 
data mining disproportionality outputs were produced through the use of publicly available R mod-
ules.

3.2 PubMed/MEDLINE Structured Datasets
The search algorithm is executed using the NCBI Entrez Programming Utilities to generate a list of 
PubMed/MEDLINE identification numbers (PMIDs) that are used to retrieve the corresponding 
MEDLINE records in XML format. The data is then extracted and processed into structured data-
sets (Excel spreadsheets) that were provided to the FDA and their contractors for input and analysis 
with the prototype tool. Some of the attributes captured in the datasets include the unique PMIDs 
for each citation, drug name and code as indexed in MeSH, event manifestation term and code as 
indexed in MeSH, publication year and type, and other metadata.

3.3 Software Prototype Usability Testing
3.3.1 Study Participants
Six FDA Safety Evaluators and Medical Officers with pharmacovigilance domain expertise and skil-
led in the use of existing computer-based software analytical tools, but not involved in the develop-
ment of the PEARL tool, volunteered to participate as ‘early adopters’ in the usability testing.

3.3.2 Study Design and Conduct
The ‘early adopters’ accessed the TEST instance of the prototype tool and incorporated it in their 
normal pharmacovigilance and regulatory review activities during a three month time period (June 
6 – August 24, 2016). To facilitate the usability testing, two of us (AS and AR) provided a one hour 
overview about the tool and provided them with a help-text manual. The manual provided details of 
the log-in procedure, dashboard layout, functionalities, operation, and exportable outputs. Through 
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this approach, we sought feedback from actual end users having employed the tool in a variety of 
real-life circumstances that reflect the scope of intended tasks to be supported by the tool.

3.3.3 Metrics
Each participant was instructed to keep a spreadsheet inventory (see supplementary online ▶ Ap-
pendix 1) of instances per month in which they used the web-based prototype tool, including date, 
drug(s) and adverse event(s) of interest, usefulness of the PubMed/MEDLINE data, outcome, and 
comments on errors and possible future design enhancements. We subsequently collected informa-
tion regarding end user proficiency, technical operation, user acceptance and satisfaction with the 
analytical tool through a self-administered post-use survey/questionnaire (see supplementary online 
▶ Appendix 2). In addition, we conducted in-person, structured debriefing interviews (similar to 
the critical incident technique [14]) (see supplementary online ▶ Appendix 3).

4. Results

4.1 PEARL Software User Interface Development
The principal features of the prototype user interface are accessed from five tabs on the opening 
dashboard: Drug Overview, Table, Tree Map, Heat Map, and Time Course Graph. The drug names 
and chemically-induced manifestation (event) terms are displayed as indexed in MeSH. Within each 
tab, embedded links provide access to citation abstracts in PubMed with additional links to full text 
versions of published reports of interest as available through FDA Library institutional relationships. 
We employed a citation count of three or more as the threshold to highlight safety signals that de-
serve further investigation based on the work of Avillach and colleagues [15].

The figures included in this article are screen shots from the PEARL tool user interface. Ciproflo-
xacin was arbitrarily chosen as the use case for the quantitative data mining outputs and visualiza-
tions depicted in the figures for illustrative purposes only. The event terms depicted in the figures re-
flect the chemically-induced manifestation terms in the MeSH indexing for the retrieved citations. 
MeSH terms are assigned by NLM human indexers to represent subject content of journal articles. 
MeSH terms are designed for searching and retrieval of citation content at various levels of specifi-
city within the MeSH hierarchy. As such they may not have the precision or granularity that charac-
terizes established standardized terminologies used to code adverse events, such as the Medical Dic-
tionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA).
• Dashboard (▶ Figure 1): The Drug Overview page is immediately accessed on login to the 

PEARL tool; there is a field for entering the name of a drug of interest as free text (requires three 
or more characters) followed by selection of the drug from a drop down flat list of drug and 
chemical names and drug group names as represented in MeSH indexing terms. 

• The Drug Overview (▶ Figure 2 depicts the top ten safety signals for a selected drug or drug 
group as represented in the MeSH indexing (as described in Section 3.1.4 above) as a vertical bar 
chart with the adverse events aligned in individual bars from left to right in descending order of 
frequency by citation count. The bar chart is accompanied by a pie chart depicting the distribu-
tion of select publication types for the citations that underpin each safety signal. 

• The Table tab (▶ Figure 3) provides citation count strata for the drug-adverse event pairs and 
quantitative data mining signal scores for the drug-adverse event pairs using various dispropor-
tionality measures (as described in Section 3.1.4) and is exportable as a .csv file. An audit trail of 
the user-selected parameters chosen for the query is provided with the exported table.

• The Tree Map tab (▶ Figure 4) provides a graphical display to visually compare the adverse events 
data mining outputs for a selected drug(s) as a series of nested rectangles that are ordered and 
sized with respect to the magnitude of the user-selected disproportionality measure (e.g., PRR, 
ROR, LRT, or EBGM). In ▶ Figure 4, the tree map displays the ADE data mining outputs for the 
use case in which the rectangular boxes are ordered and sized by the magnitude of the PRR for 
the drug-event pair. Two views are available: (1) Drug– color by adverse event, and (2) Adverse 
event– color by drug.
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• The Heat Map tab (▶ Figure 5) displays the various adverse events for a selected drug (or drugs) 
as a series of boxes arranged vertically in descending fashion by citation count. The graduated 
color matrix reflects the range of citation counts from deep red (higher citation counts) to deep 
blue (lower citation counts).

• The Time Course Graph (▶ Figure 6) depicts the time of accrual of citations for each drug-event 
pair. The relative numbers of citations published in a given year are reflected in the varying sizes 
of the graphed circles, which contain embedded links to PubMed.

4.2 Early Adopter Usability Testing
Usability testing revealed the participants’ satisfaction with the ease of use and ease of learning of the 
tool. One responder commented that an important advantage of the tool is that there is no need for a 
formal training course that would require time away from regular review activities to become skilled 
in the tools’ various functionalities. The prototype was also considered a time saver that could 
‘jumpstart’ or ‘kick start’ internal discussions about emerging ADE safety signals. One respondent 
favored the automated PEARL search query as retrieving content that was more relevant and ‘de-
sired’ with few false positive hits. These observations cast a favorable impression in terms of the 
overall fitness of the tool within the FDA workplace culture.
▶ Table 1 depicts an aggregate summary of the ‘early adopters’ comments obtained during the us-

ability testing. Among the commentary, four notable operational and functionality issues were 
identified for further investigation: (1) missing drugs and missing adverse event terms, (2) compara-
bility of the prototype’s automated search citation retrieval to a manual PubMed/MEDLINE litera-
ture search, (3) interpretation of the data mining disproportionality scores, and (4) interoperability 
with existing analytical tools already in use in the Agency. 

Based on the original requirements for the prototype development and the feedback received fol-
lowing the usability testing, various design recommendations were identified (▶ Table 2). 

5. Discussion
In this research project, a new, web-based, prototype software tool was developed to harness pub-
lished scientific literature reports for ADE detection and analysis. In attempting to meet the increas-
ing regulatory and public health expectations regarding safe drug use, leveraging multiple comple-
mentary biomedical resources for pharmacovigilance has become an increasingly important con-
sideration for FDA. The prototype tool buttresses progression towards a multimodal pharmacovigi-
lance model by enriching the scope of information that can be systematically assessed beyond the 
traditional focus on FAERS data. It speeds review and analysis of possible ADEs through various vi-
sualization functionalities, and it supports knowledge discovery related to newly emerging ADEs.

Our usability testing for the prototype tool was aimed at determining the its readiness for oper-
ations and fitness to fulfill users’ requirements and business applications. Usability testing indicated 
several advantages of the software tool including: (1) ease of use of dashboard tabs and visual ana-
lytical displays to highlight potential ADEs of interest, (2) ease of access to full text citations of inter-
est using embedded links (drill down), and (3) ease of learning with minimal need for formal train-
ing. 

Upon completion of the usability testing, the ‘early adopters’ also expressed concerns about four 
key aspects of the operation and functionality of the prototype: (1) comparability of the tool’s 
PubMed/MEDLINE search query to a manual PubMed literature search, (2) missing drug names 
and adverse event terms, (3) interpretation of the data mining disproportionality signal scores, and 
(4) interoperability with existing analytical tools . We have developed the various mitigation strat-
egies to address these issues, which will be further explored and implemented as future enhance-
ments for the tool.

Perceived differences in the number of citations retrieved using the PEARL automated search 
compared to a manual (‘all fields’) PubMed search was an identified usability issue. The prototype’s 
automated search query takes advantage of existing structured MeSH indexing terms to identify rel-
evant citations with greater precision than would be achieved with a manual ‘all fields’ search aimed 
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at broad recall. In general, manual ‘all fields’ searches in PubMed retrieve more citations, but can be 
limited by a high number of citations to review. However, such PubMed searches could retrieve ar-
ticles from journals in PubMed that are not indexed in MEDLINE and may also retrieve articles re-
cently deposited but not yet indexed in MEDLINE, which would not be retrieved with the proto-
type’s current automated MeSH-based search query.

Three potential software solutions include: (1) Apply automatic indexing techniques (NLM 
Medical Text Indexer, MTI [16]) for indexing articles/citations in real time, so as to make them 
available to the prototype immediately, mitigating the lag due to human indexing; 2) Adding an em-
bedded link to a broad PubMed search (such as the ADE pair of interest OR’ed with an ‘all fields’ 
search) to provide a self-check for the end user that all relevant citations were retrieved; (3) Using 
existing informatics tools (such as NLM’s SemRep program [17]) to extract semantic predications 
(subject-relation-object triples) from free text in titles and abstracts of citations indicative of biologic 
plausibility or mechanistic data related to ADEs.

The missing drug names noted by the ‘early adopters’ refers to newly marketed drugs and biologic 
products whose product names are not denoted by MeSH terms. Similarly, the missing adverse event 
terms refers to descriptive terminology used to describe an adverse event for which there was no 
chemically-induced manifestation term(s) correlate in MeSH. These observations likely reflect three 
aspects of MeSH indexing: (1) MeSH reflects content in the published literature and is not designed 
or oriented specifically for adverse event coding, (2) MEDLINE indexing of citations with MeSH 
terms is not immediately available when such reports are first deposited in PubMed, as time is 
needed for review and annotation by human indexing domain experts (many of the reports about 
the safety and efficacy of new drugs are included in this PubMed subset), (3) annual updating of the 
MeSH vocabulary with new terms. Other related mitigation efforts include aligning the MeSH drug 
names with those in standardized reference terminologies, such as the Anatomic Therapeutic 
Chemical Classification System (ATC) and RxNorm, and aligning the MeSH manifestation terms to 
the standardized MedDRA terms. These standardized terminologies are familiar to end users as 
they are integrated in existing analytical tools.

Various quantitative data mining and statistical methodologies are currently being employed to 
identify safety ‘signals’ (statistical associations) for ADEs from different data sources [18]. The 
quantitative data mining signal scores generated with the prototype are hypothesis-generating and 
do not confirm an actual drug-adverse event association; assessment by domain experts is required. 
Performance assessments for the disproportionality statistical methods used for safety signal gener-
ation have not been performed nor have analyses to identify specific thresholds to highlight drug-
event pairs deserving of further investigation been conducted. In future work, we anticipate evaluat-
ing the diagnostic accuracy of the various statistical algorithms using existing reference standards 
(e.g., the OMOP gold standard [19] or the time-indexed reference standard [20]) and by manually 
evaluating signal scores (potential associations) generated for a sample of drugs and adverse events 
of interest.

Currently employed analytical tools at FDA are designed for analysis of spontaneous adverse 
event reporting data and are not readily amenable to loading and analyzing structured datasets of 
MEDLINE data derived by leveraging MeSH indexing terms. Thus, we aspire to enhance the PEARL 
prototype tool to be agile and adaptable to process and analyze data from varied biomedical re-
sources.

We plan to explore software solutions to integrate outputs from currently employed data mining 
tools with the prototype tool. One of the challenges in aiming for a seamless integration of outputs 
among different analytical tools involves aligning the terminologies integral to each tool to the same 
standardized terminologies, for example RxNorm or ATC for drug names and MedDRA for adverse 
event terms. As previously noted, the extracted chemically-induced manifestation MeSH terms for 
each citation frequently lack the precision and granularity of MedDRA terms, which have been used 
routinely for adverse event coding for FAERS data; regulatory reviewers are more familiar with the 
MedDRA hierarchy of adverse event terms and the ‘early adopters’ recommended mapping of MeSH 
to MedDRA in future enhancements of this tool. We plan future work to explore using RxNorm to 
assess equivalences between MeSH drug names and those in ATC; we plan to use the Unified Medi-
cal Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus to assist us in mapping MeSH manifestation terms and 
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MedDRA terms reported in FAERS data. We anticipate this effort will require significant human 
curation to assess granularity differences between the various vocabularies.

There were important limitations inherent to the usability testing procedures employed in this 
work. The usability testing was subjective and somewhat unstructured, as the participants were not 
provided with a specific list of predefined tasks or a series of predefined clinical scenarios to assess in 
a structured survey. Instead, following a training overview, the early adopters were free to explore 
the various functionalities and system outputs within the range of real-life pharmacovigilance work 
situations encountered (such as supporting the discovery of newly emerging safety signals not pre-
viously identified, enhancing marginal safety signals identified from FAERS, or providing evidence 
of biologic plausibility for safety signals identified from other resources) and to provide feedback on 
ease of learning and use, errors, and suggestions for improving the software visualizations and data 
representations to enhance comprehension and interpretability. Having expertise in pharmacovigi-
lance practices within FDA and being skilled with already existing software analytical tools, they 
could best understand the tasks within the Agency’s work domain in which the new prototype could 
be deployed for future use and the desirable features for a web-based tool for accomplishing infor-
mation visualization and other analytical tasks.

A second drawback was the small sample size of intended FDA users, which may limit generaliz-
ation of the study findings to the broader group of regulatory reviewers throughout the FDA. Future 
work will involve a larger group of end users with varying levels of expertise to better assess the im-
pact of the tool on overall workflow efficiency, workplace cultural acceptability, and interoperability 
with existing analytical tools that are part of current business practices.

6. Conclusion
Through our usability and technical evaluation, we confirmed that this novel, open source prototype 
analytical tool provides a feasible web-based method for detecting ADE safety signals from indexing 
terms annotated for published scientific reports in PubMed/MEDLINE. Harnessing scientific re-
ports and other diverse safety data streams will aid FDA reviewers in predicting potential ADRs, im-
prove systematic evaluation of safety signal data, prioritize signals that warrant further evaluation, 
and provide useful information to regulators and healthcare providers to ensure safe use.

In our future work oriented to the aspirational goal of a full production web-based tool, we will 
consider mitigation strategies to overcome various operational and performance challenges and ad-
ditional enhancements based on the usability feedback. We anticipate that the further development 
of the tool will foster added value for pharmacovigilance domain experts in regulatory, pharma-
ceutical, and academic areas.

Multiple Choice Questions
1. Which characteristics of PubMed/MEDLINE enhances its utility as a complimentary biomedical 
resource for pharmacovigilance?
A.  broad diversity of human, animal, and in vitro data. 
B.  wide variety of publication formats (such as case reports, observational and clinical studies) 
C.  citations span the entire life cycle of a drug 
D. all of the above 

Correct answer: D
The PubMed/MEDLINE database is an appealing reource for pharmacovigilance purposes due 

to its robust size of approximately 25 million scientific literature reports, large number of indexed 
journals (approximately 5,600 biomedical journals), and diversity of content and publication types 
(including case reports, patient registries, clinical trials, and others). In contrast to postmarket spon-
taneous adverse event reports, PubMed/MEDLINE also offers the advantage of providing scientific 
information that spans the entire life cycle of a drug from early pre-market drug development 
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through useful market life. These features make the biomedical literature a very important source of 
information about ADEs. 
2. In the context of Pharmacovigilance, data mining of scientific literature for product safety enables 
us to:
A. detect causal ADE relationships 
B. detect hypothethical ADE relationships
C. enhance marginal signals from Spontaneous Reporting Systems.
D. B and C

Correct answer: D
Data mining of the scientific literature uses statistical measures of disproportionality between the 

observed and expected frequencies of a unique drug-event pair compared to all drug-event pairs in 
the MEDLINE data to generate ‘safety signals’. These statistical measures may indicate hypothetical 
associations and do not indicate the existence of causal relationships between the drug product ex-
posures and the adverse events; assessment by domain experts is required to make those evaluations. 
Safety signals generated from one biomedical resource may enhance or corroborate similar signals 
from other complementary resources.

Clinical Relevance Statement
This novel prototype web-based tool is relevant to domain experts in government, industry and 
academia who aim to systematically harness published literature reports for ADE safety signals. The 
tool enhances efforts to improve the quality of pre- and post-market safety signal generation, aug-
ment analysis of current literature reports, and enhance life cycle safety surveillance for marketed 
products.
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Fig. 1 Screen shot of the prototype dashboard. The name of the prototype analytical tool, the five functionality tabs, 
‘Welcome’ for the end user, and ‘Logout’ are displayed. The Drug Overview page is immediately accessed on login to 
the PEARL tool; there is a field for entering the name of a drug of interest as free text (requires three or more char-
acters) followed by selection of the drug from a drop down flat list of drug and chemical names and drug group names 
as represented in MeSH indexing terms. Ciprofloxacin is an arbitrarily selected use case drug.

Fig. 2 Screen shot of the Drug Overview interface of the prototype. The bar chart displays adverse events from left 
to right in descending order by citation count (as indicted by the underlined number over each vertical bar). The pie 
chart displays the various publication types (also by citation count). The data depicted is for the use case of ciprofloxa-
cin.
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Fig. 3 Screen shot of the Table page showing a sampling of the candidate drug-event pairs with corresponding 
quantitative data mining outputs (‘signal scores’) generated using various statistical disproportionality measures for 
the use case of ciprofloxacin. The table data can be exported as a .csv file if desired.

Fig. 4 Screen shot of the Tree Map. The data depicted is the drug– color by adverse event view for the use case of 
ciprofloxacin in which the individual boxes and rectangles are sized corresponding to the magnitude of the user-se-
lected citation count or statistical disproportionality measure from the drop-down menu (PRR has been selected in this 
example). Moving the cursor over a specific box generates an inset, which shows the name of the drug of interest, ad-
verse event of interest, citation count, and data mining safety signal scores for the drug-event pair. 
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Fig. 5 Screen shot from the Heat Map. The data depicted is for the use case of ciprofloxacin. Moving the cursor over 
a specific box generates an inset, which shows the name of the drug of interest, adverse event of interest, citation 
count, and data mining safety signal scores for the drug-event pair.

Fig. 6 Screen shot from the Time Course Graph. The data depicted is for the use case of ciprofloxacin. Moving the 
cursor over a specific adverse event term generates an inset, which shows the name of the drug of interest, adverse 
event of interest, citation count, and data mining safety signal scores for the drug-event pair. 
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Table 1 Aggregate Summary of the Early Adopters’ Comments obtained during the Prototype Usability Testing

Characteristic 
or  functionality

Ease of use and 
learning

Literature search

Missing drugs

Missing adverse 
event terms

Data Mining dis-
proportionality 
scores

Added value for 
pharmacovigilance 
activities

Fitness for work-
place and work-
place culture

Comments with verbatim response examples 
(as indicated)

”Do not need a formal training course” to use the tool

Graphics were useful, especially those linked to the ref-
erence citations 

Automated search retrieves “more desired” content

Uncertainty about the comparability of the automated 
search query in the prototype to a manual ‘all fields’ 
PubMed search

Understanding the limitations of the PEARL search algo-
rithm leveraging MeSH indexing terms compared to a 
PubMed search (‘all fields’ search)

Some newly approved and newly marketed drugs are 
missing (such as the newer drugs for the treatment of 
hepatitis C)

Unable to search by brand name vs generic name; miss-
ing brand names and generic names; inability to limit 
search to brand name drug only

A MeSH manifestation term could not be identified that 
corresponded to some adverse events, such as “eo-
sinophilic pneumonia”, “TEN” (toxic epidermal necroly-
sis’), and “hepatitis B reactivation”

The quantitative signal scores need validation

Difficult to interpret total citation count in scenarios 
where one main article is followed by multiple commen-
tary articles (which could be misconstrued as separate 
studies)

Time saving and efficient

Could ‘jumpstart’/’kick start’ novel signal detection and 
assessment

Filtering by publication type was very helpful for nar-
rowing the search

Ease of access to previously published citations for older 
established drugs

Helpful for review work

For user acceptance, need more reliable and predictable 
literature search results from the prototype tool that are 
similar to those obtained with a manual PubMed (‘all 
fields’) search

Result linked to source of informa-
tion

Spreadsheet 
 Inventory

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Question-
naires

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Structured 
 Interviews

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Table 2 Design Recommendations

Operation

Drug product 
search

Selecting adverse 
event terms 

Complement 
existing analyti-
cal tools

Drug overview 
assessment

Visual analytics

Audit trail of 
drug-adverse 
event query vari-
ables

Desirable user 
functionalities

Functionality and Design Recommen-
dations with verbatim response 
examples (as indicated)

Align MeSH drugs to better differentiate by for-
mulation

Align MeSH manifestation terms to Medical 
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) 
terms, which are also mapped to the adverse 
event terms annotated from spontaneous ad-
verse event reports in FAERS

Integration with existing analytical tools in 
FDA to increase interoperability with existing 
tools

Add option to see more drug-AE pairs other 
than top 10 signals

Add more filters for study characteristics and 
patient demographics (such as age, gender, 
and non-human data)

Align visual displays with those of established 
analytical tools used in FDA

Make audit trail accessible from all tab pages

Add “what’s new” since last data analysis run

Consider a Periodic ‘Alert’ (such as on a 
quarterly basis)

Result linked to source of informa-
tion

Spreadsheet 
 Inventory

Yes

No 

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Ques-
tion-
naires

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Structured 
 Interviews

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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